CREEKS IN CAMP:
People (including children), horses and dogs are asked NOT TO GO in the creek. The southeast edge of the base camp abuts a creek and another creek runs down the north side of base camp. Our neighbors are concerned with pollution in Lake Laura.

For reasons stated above, we ask that you not take horses or dogs into or near Lake Laura. People are welcome to swim in the lake.

DOGS:
Please restrain your pets. All dogs MUST be on a leash at all times or confined at your trailer. NO LOOSE dogs in camp...
NO DOGS IN THE STOCK TANKS PLEASE!!!
NO DOGS IN BIG TENT!!!!!
*******NO DOGS AT BIRD HAVEN!!!!******** PRIVATE PROPERTY
Remember to "Shag & Bag" your pet's droppings.
Loose dogs and unattended children will be captured for ransom. See Base Camp Manager for details.

MANURE:
SPREAD and SCATTER MANURE at end of weekend. THIS IS NEW since 2019!!!!!!!
If you are camped on the creek side of the road, PLEASE DO NOT throw droppings towards the creek when cleaning pens. Locals concerned with creek and lake contamination.

HAY:
Do NOT LEAVE large quantities of hay on the ground. Field will be mowed after the ride.
PLEAS E COLLECT and haul out with you. Do not leave in the field or on the ground. NO DUMPSTER this YEAR

STOCK TANKS:
Are provided for water for your horses. Please DO NOT sponge directly from the tanks. We want to keep them clean for drinking  DO NOT ALLOW YOUR DOG TO JUMP IN THE TANKS!!!!

TRAVEL THROUGH BASE CAMP:
Vehicles departing from base camp should use the driveway at the north end of the base camp. (NEAR THE VET TENT) The south driveway is for arrivals. (EXCEPTION: Ride Day during finish of each distance this gate will be CLOSED!

DUMPSTER: THERE IS NO DUMPSTER THIS YEAR because we are not serving meals!!!

GENERATORS:
Please respect your neighbors: Generators off at 11pm on Tuesday and Wednesday.
Thursday and Friday (Nights before the ride): 10 pm PLEASE

HAVE A GREAT RIDE!!!!